
 
Last call for participation 

 

The Year On The Field project will start a new project phase in January and -  analogously to wheat 

for the year 2021/22 - will now deal intensively with the topic of flax for one year. The focus is not 

only on cultivation and processing in different regions and at different periods, but also on the 

relevance of this fascinating crop for our agriculture and today's society. Last but not least, it is also 

about rediscovering an appropriate appreciation of the products of this textile plant, which is so 

central alongside wool and cotton. 

 

Already several institutions and companies have joined the project as new growers and contributors 

but we also need YOU 

 

Have you grown flax in the past and want to share your experiences? 

Are you planning to grow flax in 2023? 

Are you an expert in processing flax fibers? 

Are you familiar with historical and archaeological tools for flax processing and have you perhaps 

tested them? 

Are you concerned with the diversity of flax varieties? 

Are you familiar with the historical significance of flax? 

 

Yes? 

Then send us your manuscripts in compliance with the attached 

guidelines and we will immediately start editing and checking them. By the way, it is not a problem if 

the contributions have already been published elsewhere, as the project is also about collecting as 

much data as possible. 

If you are a new grower and would like to join the project, we will gladly send you the corresponding 

protocol forms. 

 

We are looking forward to your message! 

 

The Year On The Field Team 

Contact: yearonthefield@gmail.com 

 

Editorial Guidelines 

 Display images and videos in the text: Indicate in the text where to place an image or video. 

should be placed. 

 Images and videos: Send images and videos in a separate document with captions of your 

choice. 

 captions; the image rights should be clarified and added. 

 Author information: Name, background (institution, farm, etc.) and, if applicable, a contact 

contact information (e.g. e-mail address) at the end of the document. 

mailto:yearonthefield@gmail.com


 
 

For sample blog post see:  

https://www.yearonthefield.net/post/a-weedy-window-on-medieval-wheat-farming  

https://www.yearonthefield.net/post/looking-back-a-wheat-cultivation-cycle-at-sterling-

college-wendell-berry-farming-program-usa  

https://www.yearonthefield.net/post/a-weedy-window-on-medieval-wheat-farming
https://www.yearonthefield.net/post/looking-back-a-wheat-cultivation-cycle-at-sterling-college-wendell-berry-farming-program-usa
https://www.yearonthefield.net/post/looking-back-a-wheat-cultivation-cycle-at-sterling-college-wendell-berry-farming-program-usa

